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EVAN SPIEGEL-LED SNAPCHAT’S SHARES HIT RECORD
LOW AS USER GROWTH MISS UNNERVES INVESTORS

AMAZON FOUNDER JEFF BEZOS FALLS TO NO. 3 AFTER
A MARKET SELLOFF ERASES $2BN OF HIS FORTUNE

Mumbai:Two studies publis-
hed by the Reserve Bank of In-
dia (RBI) have said that demo-
netisation has led to ‘financi-
alisation’ of savings with ho-
useholds choosing mutual
funds and other financial in-
vestments that had turned at-
tractive vis-à-vis gold, which
had seen a decline in price.

According to the first study,
banks have experienced excess
deposit growth in the post-de-
monetisation period, leading
to a fall in interest rates. This,
in turn, triggered a flow of mo-
ney into non-banking financi-
al intermediaries — such as
mutual fund schemes, life insu-
rance policies and non-ban-
king finance companies —
which saw their balance sheet
expand by 14.5% during 2016-17.

The study says that new
legislation like the goods and
services tax (GST), the Real
Estate (Regulation and Deve-
lopment) Act, 2016 (RERA)
and the Benami Transac-
tions (Prohibition) Amend-

ment Act, 2016 will promote
formalisation of the econo-
my. This will sustain the shift
to financial instruments.

The change in investor be-
haviour is in line with the fo-
recast by former RBI gover-
nor D Subbarao immediately
after demonetisation. Subba-
rao had said that real estate,
which was a traditional haven
for black money, will face a
squeeze and households, who

have traditionally parked a
bulk of their savings in physi-
cal assets like gold and dwel-
lings, will be positively biased
towards financial savings.

The first study places the
excess deposit growth in the
banking system during the de-
monetisation period (ie, No-
vember 11, 2016 to December
30, 2016) at 4.0-4.7 percentage
points. “In nominal terms, ex-
cess deposits accrued to the

banking system due to demo-
netisation are estimated in the
range of Rs 2.8-4.3 lakh crore.
The unusual cash deposit in
specific accounts, which are
usually less active, is estima-
ted to be in the range of Rs 1.6-
1.7 lakh crore,” the report said.

The second study shows
how the sustained move to-
wards ‘financialisation’ has
resulted in money moving
from bank deposits to the ca-
pital markets in search of bet-
ter returns. According to the
report, assets under manage-
ment (AUM) by mutual funds
touched an all-time high of
more than Rs 17.5 lakh crore
by end-March 2017 and furt-
her increased to Rs 20 lakh
crore at end-July 2017, boos-
ted by rising stock indices.

“Resource mobilisation
under equity schemes more
than doubled during this pe-
riod. There were also net in-
flows in the income/debt
schemes in November 2016-
June 2017 in contrast to net
outflows in November 2015-
June 2016,” the report said.

Nov-June ’17 Inflows At ̀̀ 1.7L Cr Against ̀̀ 9,160Cr A Year Ago

MFs see ̀̀ 93k-cr surge in Q1
on note ban, says RBI study

Category Nov 2015 - 
June 2016

Nov 2016 - 
June 2017 2015-16 2016-17 April-June 

2017-18

Income / Debt 
Schemes -32,860 38,620 33,010 2,13,150 40,740

Equity
Schemes 23,570 67,070 74,030 70,370 28,330

Balanced
Schemes 11,140 43,650 19,740 36,610 22,260

Exchange 
Traded Funds 7,550 20,380 7,820 23,280 2,190

Funds of Funds 
Investing 
Overseas

-240 -190 -420 -360 -110

Total 9,160 1,69,550 1,34,180 3,43,050 93,400

REGAINING INVESTORS' FAITH
Inflow/outflow from mutual funds (in ` cr) Source: Sebi

TIMES NEWS NETWORK Mumbai: Shares of SBI tanked
more than 5% after the count-
ry’s largest lender reported a

spike in bad loans,
which are now al-
most 10% of total ad-
vances. Chairman
Arundhati Bhatta-

charya said that the rise in bad
loans was a fallout of efforts by
the bank to integrate operations
of SBI’s five erstwhile associate
banks with itself following their
merger in end-March 2017.

SBI’s net profit at the end of
the first quarter stood at Rs 2,006
crore compared to a combined
(SBI and associates) net profit of
Rs 374 for the first quarter of

FY17. When compared with the
Rs 2,521 crore stand-alone net
profit (excluding associate
banks) in the first quarter of
FY17, SBI’s Q1FY18 net profit is
lower by 20%. The stand-alone
profits for Q1FY17 were higher
than the consolidated Q1FY17
profit because the associate
banks had reported a combined
loss of Rs 2,018 crore in the first
quarter of FY17.

Shares of SBI closed at Rs
281, down over 5%, after the bank
said that there was a gross addi-
tion of Rs 30,059 crore to its gross
non-performing assets (NPAs),
which now stand at Rs 1.88 lakh
crore, or 9.97% of total loans.

SBI results
disappoint,
NPAs at 10%
of total loans

TIMES NEWS NETWORK
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GROSS NPAs UP 6%
SBI Q1 
Result (%)

Gross NPAs

Other income

Net Interest Income

Advances

Deposits

Source: SBI

6

0.5

13.3

-3.5

Net profit

436

-8.6

Adjusted to include results of 
associate banks which have 
been merged with SBI

Bengaluru: With $2.4 bil-
lion it just received from Japa-
nese technology and telecom
giant Softbank, Flipkart has
become the third most funded
private company globally.

The homegrown e-com-
merce company has to date
raised almost $7 billion in ca-
pital, higher than that raised
by global behemoths like on-
line house rental aggregator
AirBnB ($3.3 billion), mobile
phone maker Xiaomi ($1.4
billion), co-working space
provider WeWork ($2.7 bil-
lion), social network Pinte-
rest ($1.5 billion), CIA-back-
ed software company Palan-
tir ($1.9 billion), and Elon
Musk’s SpaceX ($1.1billion).

The top two are both ride-
hailing platforms—China-
based Didi Chuxing and US-
based Uber. In April, Didi
Chuxing raised $5 billion and
increased its total fund raise
to $15 billion, overtaking Uber
that has raised $12.9 billion. In
the top 10, four are ride-hai-
ling platforms, the other two
being Silicon Valley-based
Lyft and India’s Ola. Flipkart
is the only e-commerce com-
pany in the top 10.

The Flipkart funding re-
affirms the faith of global
players like Softbank, Tiger
Global, eBay, and Microsoft
in Indian companies. “Since

Flipkart has been the flag-be-
arer for the local ecosystem,
this reinforces the positive
belief around the long-term
India opportunity,” Nitin
Sharma, principal and foun-
ding member at early-stage
VC fund Lightbox, said. The
VC ecosystem, he said, even-
tually needs to show a large
value creation event, and se-
eing Softbank, Tencent and
others go long should allay
some of the concerns that

had been dampening the sen-
timent locally and giving glo-
bal investors some pause.

He said e-commerce in
India consumes a lot of ca-
pital. “With macro income
growth and scale, unit eco-
nomics will become attrac-
tive over 5-10 years,” he said.

However, K Vaitheeswa-
ran, co-founder of India’s
first e-commerce company
Fabmart (later IndiaPlaza),
thinks more funding need
not necessarily be a positive
sign. “Despite the down ro-

unds across the startup eco-
system, the madness conti-
nues. This will run for 2-3 ye-
ars. SoftBank has obviously
given the money to Flipkart
not for being prudent, but
for splurging to take out
Amazon,” he said. He added
that when aggregators are
up against real technology
companies, it is difficult to
win by out-funding. “You
have to win by out-compe-
ting. Money will take you

only till the semi-final and
increases your mathemati-
cal probability,” he said.

In valuation, Flipkart at
about $15 billion stands at
the ninth position. Uber is
the most valued company at
$68 billion, followed by Didi
Chuxing at $50 billion, and
Xiaomi at $46 billion.

Sharma said the valua-
tion of a company is a func-
tion of a lot of things. “Busi-
nesses that have more capi-
tal efficiency than others
are valued more,” he said.

Flipkart world’s 3rd
most funded pvt co

With $7Bn, Trails Didi’s $15Bn & Uber’s $13Bn

TOP DOLLAR FOR STARTUPS

Didi Chuxing 15.1

Uber 12.9

Flipkart                            7

Meituan-Dianping 4.4

Airbnb 3.3

Ele.me 3.2

WeWork  2.7

Lyft       2.6

Palantir  1.9

Ola 1.9
Source: WSJ.com

World’s 10 most funded private companies (in $ bn)

Shalina Pillai & Anand J TNN

New Delhi: Industrial pro-
duction contracted to a four-
year low in June, dragged
down by the manufacturing
sector as companies slowed
output in the run up to the
implementation of the Go-
ods & Services Tax (GST). 

Data released by the Cen-
tral Statistics Office (CSO) on
Friday showed the index of in-
dustrial production (IIP) fell
0.1% in June compared to an
expansion of 8% in the previo-
us year-ago period and lower
than the 2.8% growth in May.

The manufacturing sector,
which accounts for bulk of the
index, contracted 0.4% in June
compared to a growth of 7.5%
in June 2016, while the capital
goods sector, a key gauge of in-
dustrial activity fell an annual
6.8% in June compared with
an expansion of 14.8% in the
year-earlier period.

“Unsurprisingly, the un-
favourable base effect, the re-
duction in inventories ahead
of transition to GST, and sli-
de in growth of non-oil ex-
ports culminated in a margi-
nal contraction of 0.1% in IIP
in June 2017, a 48-month low

performance,” said Aditi Na-
yar, principal economist at
credit rating agency ICRA.

The purchasing mana-
ger’s index (PMI) surveys had

also indicated a slowdown in
the manufacturing and servi-
ces sectors as companies
grappled to absorb impact of
the rollout of GST on July 1.

GST effect: IIP shrinks
to four-year low in June
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The slide in the India mar-
ket came on the back of a
sell-off across the globe.

On Thursday night the Dow
Jone Index in the US closed ne-
arly 1% lower and S&P 500 in-
dex lost 1.45% while in Europe,
FTSE in UK lost 1.5%. In early
trades on Friday, while US
markets were flat, the UK mar-
ket was deep in the red.

Market players across the
globe, however, are nearly clu-
eless about the probable risks
in case a war breaks out betwe-
en the US and North Korea. A
note to investors by Aditya
Birla Money quoted Timothy

Ash, a senior strategist from
London, saying it was “hard to
price a potentially ‘extinction
event’ like a nuclear war”.

Friday’s slide was mainly be-

cause of strong selling in Relian-
ce, SBI and L&T while stocks like
Infosys, Dr Reddy’s and Axis
Bank cushioned the fall partially.

A section of the market be-
lieves that the current correc-
tion is healthy for the market
and is not over yet. “The cur-
rent meltdown is more than
welcome,” said Arun Kejri-
wal, director, KRIS, an invest-
ment advisory firm. “Since it
has brought down the gap bet-
ween the richly valued stocks
and the fairly valued ones by a
few notches. It’s not enough
yet. However, there’s a possibi-
lity of a short-term bounce-
back during the later half of
next week,” he said.

Experts unclear about
risk from nuclear war
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LOSING MONEY
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The factors fuelling opti-
mism include imple-
mentation of GST, the

decision to privatise Air In-
dia and measures to tackle
the stress on bank finances as
well as companies.

The first part of the
survey, which was un-
veiled a day before the
February budget, had
estimated the economy
to grow in the 6.75-7.5%
range in 2017-18. “There has be-
en an across-the-board decele-
ration,” said chief economic
adviser Arvind Subramani-
an. “It is less likely than before
that we will reach the upper
end of the range,” he added.

Among the triggers for an-

xiety were stressed farm re-
venues, farm loan waivers
and the fiscal tightening that
it may entail and declining
profitability in the power and
telecom sectors. “The macro-
economic challenge will be to
counter the deflationary im-

pulses through key
monetary, fiscal and
agricultural policies,”
the survey said, ad-
ding that sustaining
the current growth
trajectory will require

action on more normal dri-
vers of growth such as invest-
ment and exports and clea-
ning up of balance sheets to
facilitate credit growth.

It backed slashing of rates
against the backdrop of decli-
ning inflation. “Cyclical con-

ut a commensurate decline in
lending rates will help restore
banks’ profitability. Lower ra-
tes will also facilitate the twin
balance sheet problem resolu-
tion process,” it said.

It said the fiscal outlook
for the current year is uncer-
tain and listed several down-
side risks. They include redu-
ced tax revenues from nomi-
nal growth than anticipated,
reduced GST collections on
account of the lower GST ra-
tes compared with the pre-
GST rates, transitional chal-
lenges from GST implemen-
tation, reduced spectrum re-
ceipts due to the jolt to the via-
bility of incumbent telecom
firms and higher spending
from the 7th Pay Commission
estimated at Rs 30,000 crore. 

ditions, then, suggest that the
policy rate should actually be
below — not 50-100 basis po-
ints or so above — the neutral
rate. The conclusion is in-
escapable that the scope for
monetary easing is conside-
rable, more than that sugges-
ted by comparison with neut-
ral interest rates. Also, the
earlier the easing, comple-
mented with other reform ac-
tions especially to address
the twin balance sheet chal-
lenge, the quicker the econo-
my can approach its full po-
tential,” the survey said.

“Moreover, even if pass-
through is inadequate as so-
me argue, there are financial
stability benefits from cutting
policy rates, since the reduc-
tion in the cost of funds witho-

Eco survey backed slashing of rates
�Continued from P1

Mumbai: Six more compa-
nies in the government’s list
of 331 shell companies who-
se stocks were banned from
trading on Tuesday got relief
from the Securities Appella-
te Tribunal (SAT) on Friday.
Following a Sebi order, BSE
and NSE had suspended tra-
ding in those companies

obtained similar stays from
the tribunal against the re-
gulator’s order.

In a related development,
Sebi has asked bourses to
brokers to verify credentials
of 107 unlisted companies
which are in the list of 331
shell companies and if fo-
und not satisfactory to bar
them from trading in the
market as investors. 

which will now be lifted.
The six companies which

obtained SAT stay against
Sebi order were Parsvnath
Developers, Signet Industri-
es, Kavit Industries, Pincon
Spirit, SQS India BFSI and
Kalpana Industries. On
Thursday, two other compa-
nies from the same list—J
Kumar Infraprojects and
Prakash Industries—had

Six more ‘shell’ cos get SAT stay
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Gold made good use of gro-
wing safe haven demand as
prices reclaimed the Rs
30,000-mark by gaining Rs 130
to trade at an over three-
month high on Friday, with
local buying providing crucial
support. Silver also advanced
by Rs 60 to Rs 40,130 per kg.

Cochin Shipyard up 20%
on debut: Cochin Shipyard,
which last week closed the
most successful IPO in India
this year and was listed on
Friday, closed its debut-day
trading 20% higher at Rs 522.
The strong gains also took the
shipbuilder’s market capitali-
sation to close to Rs 7,100
crore, translating to $1.1 billion.

Sun Pharma Q1 net loss at
`̀425cr: India’s largest drug-
maker Sun Pharma reported a
surprise loss of Rs 425 crore
for the first quarter ended
June 30 after it was impacted
by a one-off antitrust litigation
charge in US, coupled with
pricing pressure on generics
in US, and GST impact in its
domestic business.

Manju named Lupin chair-
man: The board of Lupin
announced the unanimous
appointment of Manju Desh-
bandhu Gupta, wife of late
Deshbandhu Gupta, as chair-
man. Gupta has been a mem-
ber of the board for over 40
years and an important pillar
of strength for the company,
says a statement. 

BoB Q1net down to ̀̀ 203cr
on higher provisioning:
Public sector Bank of Baroda
on Friday reported nearly 52%
fall in net profit at Rs 203.39
crore for the first quarter
ended June on higher pro-
visioning, although NPAs
remained largely unchanged.
The bank’s net profit stood at
Rs 423.62 crore last year.

TVS Motor Q1PAT up 7%
to ̀̀ 129cr: TVS Motor Compa-
ny has posted a 6.8% rise in
profit after tax (PAT) at Rs
129.47 crore for the first
quarter ended June 30, 2017.
The company had posted a
PAT of Rs 121.25 crore in the
same quarter last year.

EXECUTIVE DIGEST

Gold tops ̀̀ 30k,
spurred by safe
haven appeal

New Delhi:Car and SUV sales opened the GST era on a positive
note as price cuts following lower taxes and re-stocking of
inventory by dealers boosted numbers. According to Siam, car
sales were up 8.5% at 1.9 lakh units against 1.7 lakh units in July last
year. SUV and utility vehicles numbers rose 36% to 86,874 units. TNN

Car sales rise 9% in July, SUVs up 36%
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રાજકીય ઘટનાઓ 
નગેે ટવ સર ાઇઝ 
આપી શક: િવ ષેકો

ભાગવ િ વેદી
અમદાવાદ 

િન ટી છ લા ચારેક સ ોમા ણ ટકા જેટલો કરે ટ થઈ ચૂ યો છ યારે 
ડસથી લઈને એનાિલ સ બýરની િદશાને લઈને િદશાહીન થિતમા 
મુકાયા છ. કમ ક વતમાન કરે શન બા  તેમજ ત રક બને કારના 
પ રબ ળોને આધીન છ અને બને િજયો-પોિલ ટકલ કારના છ. વતુળો 
જણાવે છ ક હાલનો ઘટાડો ઓવરબોટ બýરમા એક કરે શન તો છ જ 
પરંતુ તે ઇવે ટ આધા રત છ અને તેથી તે આગળ લબાઈ પણ શક છ. કમ 
ક ઓવરનાઇટ કવા કારની ઘટના આકાર લે છ તે કહવુ કોઈના માટ 
સભવ નથી. બીø બાજુ બે ચમાક હજુ ણ ટકાનો જ ઘટાડો દશાવે છ 
યારે ઘણા શેસ ૧૦-૧૫ ટકા જેટલા તૂટી ચૂ યા છ. યારે ફામા યુ ટક સ 
શેસ તો પાણી-પાણી થઈ ચૂ યા છ અને ઓવરસો ડ હોવા છતા તે નવા 
તિળયા દશાવી ર ા છ. 

“માકટ પર િજયો-પોિલ ટકલ પ રબળો હાવી થયા છ. જેમા નોથ-
કો રયા અને યુએસ સાથે ભારત-ચીનનુ પ રબળ પણ સમાિવ ટ છ. ý આ 
બને ýખમો વધુ ગભીર વ પ ધારણ કરે તો બýરમા પેિનકની થિત 
ઊભી થઈ શક છ.” એમ 
અમદાવાદ થત સૌ રન 
ફાઇના શયલના એમડી 
સૌ રન શાહ જણાવે છ. 
થાિનક તરે માકટ રે યુલેટર 
સેબીએ શેલ કપનીઓ પર 
ડગ િતબધના હાથ 

ધરેલા પગલાને કારણે પણ 
બýરમા સે ટમે ટ ખરડાયુ 
છ. સેબીએ અ યાસ બાદ 
જ આવી કપનીઓની સામે 
કાયવાહી કરી છ તેમ છતા 
યાક સારી કપનીઓ પણ 
આનો ભોગ બની હોય 
તેવુ શ ય છ. શાહના મતે 
બýરમા આગામી સ ોમા 
વોલે ટિલટી સાથે પેિનક 
સભવ છ. તેમજ શોટ કવ રંગ પાછળ સુધારો પણ ýવા મળી શક છ. 
તેમના મતે િન ટી નીચામા ૯,૫૦૦ સુધી ગબડી શક છ. યારે ઉપરમા 
૧૦,૦૦૦ની રજ એક અવરોધ તરીક વતી શક છ. 
અમદાવાદ થત મોનાક નેટવથના રસચ હડ િવપુલ શાહના મતે માકટ 

િજયો-પોિલ ટકલ ર કને લઈને કશુ થશે નહીં એવુ માનીને જ ચાલતુ 
આ યુ છ પરંતુ હવે તે આ મુ ાને વધુ ગભીરતાથી લઈ ર ુ છ. જેને 
કારણે નેગે ટવ સર ાઇઝની સભાવના ઊભી થઈ છ. િન ટીની વાત છ 
તો બે ચમાક ૯,૭૦૦-૯,૭૫૦ના તરે સપોટ લે તેવુ બેસે છ. ýક િમડ-
ક સમા ઘટાડો ચાલુ રહશે એમ તેઓ જણાવે છ. ફામા શેસ ઓવરસો ડ 
બ યા છ પરંતુ તેમા બોટમ ફિશગની સલાહ નથી. જેઓ ણ વષના યાને 
રોકાણ કરવા ઇ છતા હોય તેઓ ચો સ ખરીદી કરી શક છ. “વૈિ ક તરે 
હાલમા વોલે ટિલટી ઇ ડ સ તેમના તિળયા પર ચાલી ર ા છ અને આવા 
સýગોમા િજયો-પોિલ ટકલ ર ક પાછળ નેગે ટવ સર ાઇઝ ýવા મળી 
શક છ. ýક બýરમા તી  પેિનકની સભાવના હાલના તરે નથી જણાતી.” 
એમ શાહ ઉમેરે છ. તેમને એનબીએફસી શેસમા કરે શન આગળ લબાય 
તેવુ જણાય છ.


